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Abstract—The electromagnetic scattering from a three-dimen-
sional (3-D) shallow object buried under a two-dimensional (2-D)
random rough dielectric surface is analyzed in this work. The
buried object can be a perfect electric conductor (PEC) or can be
a penetrable dielectric with size and burial depth comparable to
the free-space wavelength. The random rough ground surface is
characterized with Gaussian statistics for surface height and for
surface autocorrelation function. The Poggio, Miller, Chang, Har-
rington, and Wu (PMCHW) integral equations are implemented
and extended in this work. The integral equation-based steepest
descent fast multipole method (SDFMM), that was originally
developed at UIUC, has been used and the computer code based
on this algorithm has been successfully modified to handle the
current application. The significant potential of the SDFMM
code is that it calculates the unknown moment method surface
electric and magnetic currents on the scatterer in a dramatically
fast, efficient, and accurate manner. Interactions between the
rough surface interface and the buried object are fully taken into
account with this new formulation. Ten incident Gaussian beams
with the same elevation angle and different azimuth angles are
generated for excitation as one possible way of having multiple
views of a given target.

The scattered electric fields due to these ten incident beams are
calculated in the near zone and their complex vector average over
the multiple views is computed. The target signature is obtained by
subtracting the electric fields scattered from the rough ground only
from those scattered from the ground with the buried anti-per-
sonnel mine. Significant polarization dependency is observed for
the PEC object signature compared with that of the penetrable ob-
ject, which can be used in target discrimination. Moreover, fields
scattered above the rough ground experience significantly more
distortion than fields transmitted into the ground.

Index Terms—Buried-target, computational electromagnetics,
fast multipole method (FMM), mine detection, rough surface
scattering.

I. INTRODUCTION

SUBSURFACE sensing of buried electromagnetically pene-
trable objects under random rough surfaces has many im-
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portant applications, such as detection of mines, underground
water, buried hazardous environmental waste, and underground
petroleum. Modeling the wave scattering is essential for
efficient sensor design and for inverse scattering and target
reconstruction processing. Of particular interest here is the
topic of anti-personnel landmine detection, as shown schemat-
ically in Fig. 1. The analysis of scattering and transmission of
the electromagnetic waves in the presence of a random rough
dielectric interface and in the near field of the sensing systems
is a crucial step for subsurface object detection problems in
general and landmine remediation applications in particular.
Generally, this fully three-dimensional (3-D) problem must be
treated numerically. However, the calculation of the required
fields using conventional techniques (e.g., moment method,
finite elements, or finite differences) is a computationally in-
tensive undertaking especially for large dielectric constant soil.
The computational complexity of the problem dramatically
increases upon inserting objects under the rough interface,
especially when these objects are penetrable.

To deal with this complex scenario, we apply the steepest de-
scent fast multipole method (SDFMM), originally developed by
Jandhyala, Michielssen, and Chew (see [1]–[3]) to analyze 3-D
scattering problems of quasi-planar structures, which is well
suited to handle large computational domains of this sort. In
particular, the SDFMM computer code has been successfully
modified to handle objects with burial depth comparable to the
wavelength and varieties of ground soil characteristics. Mine
fields are located in different places all over the world where
the dielectric constant of the soil significantly varies, e.g.,

for Bosnian soil with 3.8% moisture at 1 GHz,
for Puerto Rican soil with 10% moisture at

960 MHz, while for Bosnian soil with 25%
moisture at 1 GHz. These modifications and their use in cal-
culating scattering simulations are presented in this work. The
SDFMM is a hybridization of three methods:

1) the method of moments (MOM);
2) the steepest descent path (SDP) method;
3) the fast multipole method (FMM).

The basic concept of the SDFMM is to subdivide the rough
surface and the buried object scatterers into small groups; each
group includes some of the moment method surface current un-
knowns. The interactions between these current unknowns in a
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Fig. 1. Cross section of 3-D object buried under the rough surface ground. The object is modeled as oblate spheroid as:x = a sin(#) cos(�); y =
a sin(#) sin(�), andz = b cos(#).

given group or in nearby groups are calculated using the stan-
dard MOM, which incorporates multiplying the elements of the
impedance matrix by the current coefficient vector. All other in-
teractions are calculated in one step without conducting matrix
vector multiplication by using the fast multipole method, which
is also hybridized with the SDP integration rule. The details of
the SDFMM can be found in [1]–[6].

In Section II, we present the analysis of the problem based
on extending the implementation of the PMCHW [7] integral
equations for the three regions; 1) air, 2) soil, and 3) buried ob-
ject. The object can either be penetrable, as characterized by its
dielectric constant, or a perfect electric conductor (PEC). In Sec-
tion III, the numerical results for the electric fields in the near
zone are shown. Conclusions and future work will be summa-
rized in Section IV. The proof of an important and useful identity
used in the computations is given in the Appendix.

II. FORMULATION

In this section, we formulate the problem of a penetrable arbi-
trary 3-D scatterer immersed in with an interior scatterer
of different material , as shown in Fig. 2(a). The three re-
gions, , , and have permittivity and permeability given
by and , and , and and , respectively. As shown
in Fig. 2(a)–(d), the region is bounded by surfaces (ex-
terior) and (interior) with normal vectors and on
and, and on . The region is bounded by surface

. The normal vectors , and , and are chosen to
point toward regions , , and , respectively. The electric
and magnetic fields in regions , , and are , due
to equivalent currents , as shown in Fig. 2(b),
due to equivalent currents and , as shown in
Fig. 2(c), and , due to equivalent currents , as
shown in Fig. 2(d). Following the analysis in [7], [9], and [10]
with time dependence assumed, the electric and mag-
netic fields at an arbitrary point in region are

(1a)

(1b)

Similarly, the electric and magnetic fields in region are

(1c)

(1d)

Finally, the electric and magnetic fields in region are

(1e)

(1f)
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 2. (a) General penetrable 3-D scatterersR andR . (b) Equivalent problem exterior toS . (c) Equivalent problem interior toS and exterior toS . (d)
Equivalent problem interior toS .

In (1a)–(1f), is the field point, is the source point, and
is the 3-D scalar Green’s function
in which is the wave number in each region

and . The symbol is the Heaviside function
that gives the jump condition at surface, [ for

for otherwise] [7], [9], [10], where the
symbol represents the boundary of region. The equiva-
lent currents and are related to the tangential electric and
magnetic field components in region as
and . Similarly, the equivalent currents ,

, , , , and can be related to tangential elec-
tric and magnetic fields on and . Moreover, the normal
electric and magnetic field components in region are re-
lated to the equivalent currents as
and . Similarly, the normal electric
and magnetic field components in regionsand can be ex-
pressed as functions of their associated equivalent currents. Ap-
plying the boundary conditions for the tangential electric and
magnetic field components on surface leads to
and , and on surface leads to and

. Thus, upon equating the tangential component
of the electric fields ( and ) and magnetic fields ( and

), on surface , we get

(2)

(3)

and on surface , we get

(4)

(5)

where, operators and , and are given by

(6a)

(6b)
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(6c)

(6d)

The vector represents the surface electric currentand/or
the surface magnetic current on surface or on surface

. The intrinsic impedance in each region is ,
where the dielectric permittivity and permeability areand

, respectively. Equations (2)–(5) are considered the extension
of the PMCHW formulation which has been shown to yield a
unique solution at internal resonances associated with the cor-
responding conducting scatterer [7], [11], [12].

The equivalent electric and magnetic currents and
on and on , are approximated in (2)–(5) using the RWG
vector basis functions [7], [8] as follows:

(7a)

(7b)

where is the intrinsic impedance of region , which is the
free space in this work. For the sake of computational efficiency,
both magnetic currents and are normalized with the
same value of as shown in (7a) and (7b). The number of the
unknown coefficients on surface with coefficient vectors
and , which are associated with and , is denoted by

, while the number of the unknown coefficients on surface
with coefficient vectors and , associated with and ,
is denoted by , in (7a) and (7b). Next, we substitute (7a) and
(7b) in (2)–(5), along with multiplying the -field equations,
(3) and (5), by the same normalizing intrinsic impedance.
Upon applying Galerkin’s method for testing the- and -field
equations, the original integral equations are thus transformed
into a set of linear equations given by

(8)

where
submatrix of order which represents inter-
actions between elements only on surface;
submatrix of order which represents interac-
tions between elements on surfaceand elements on
surface ;
submatrix of order which represents interac-
tions between elements on surfaceand elements on
surface ;

submatrix of order which represents interac-
tions between elements only on surface.

Thus, the total matrix has order of . Note
that the vector is a submatrix of order and composed
of the tested tangential incident electric field and the tested
normalized magnetic field on surface . The unknown
current coefficients and are submatrices of order
and . The elements of the submatrix are given by

(9a)

in which denotes the complex inner
product between vector functionsand on a surface [7].
Similarly, the elements of the submatrices , , and
are

(9b)

(9c)

(9d)

Notice that there are symmetrical relationships between some of
the 16 submatrices in (9a)–(9d), for example, it can be proven
that (see Appendix)

(10)

This leads to computing and storing elements of only nine out of
the above 16 submatrices, to gain significant reduction in CPU
time and computer memory requirements for the MOM part.

To obtain the formulations for a PEC interior scatterer, we
delete rows and columns from the total matrix starting
from index up to index . Moreover,

rows should be deleted from vectorsand starting from
index up to index . This leads to a
new matrix that has an order of .

The objective of the above analysis is to solve (8) for the
unknown current coefficients and . Upon substituting the
obtained coefficients into (7a) and (7b), the surface electric and
magnetic currents can be obtained on the exterior scatterer
and on the interior scatterer . Thus, complex vector electric
fields in the near zone can be obtained [13].
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As is well known, solving the system of equations in (8) by
using the MOM requires computing, storing and multiplying a
full dense matrix of order by a vector
of order , which is computationally prohibitive for
large-scale scatterers even using supercomputers. This necessi-
tates the need for the SDFMM, which makes these computations
significantly tractable. Applying the SDFMM to (8), the matrix

is divided as , where represents the dense
near field part, and represents the sparse far field part of
matrix . The entries of are computed directly, and then
the matrix vector multiply is conducted following the conven-

tional MOM method. The entries of are not directly com-
puted nor stored as before, but the matrix vector multiply is con-
ducted in one step using the inhomogeneous plane wave expan-
sions. The interaction decomposition into near field and far
field is assumed according to the distance, in wavelength,
between those interacting elements on the scatterer. We should
mention that the computational complexity of the SDFMM for
the CPU time and the memory requirement are of per it-
eration of the iterative solver, while they are of order for
the MOM method, where is the total number of the surface
current unknowns and it is equal to for the buried
penetrable object case [1]–[6].

III. N UMERICAL RESULTS

In this work, the exterior closed scattereris excited with an
incident Gaussian beam that induces stronger surface currents
on a localized area of the surface and weaker currents away from
that area [14], [15]. As a result, these surface currents become
negligible on the back of the closed surface, which makes it
possible to approximate by an open rough surface with di-
mensions . In all results here, is chosen to be where

is the free-space wavelength. In reality, the rough surface
is an infinite surface, but by using a carefully tapered incident
Gaussian beam, the edge effect of the modeled finite surface
can be eliminated. The random rough surface, characterized by
Gaussian statistics for the random heights and for the autocorre-
lation function, is generated using the computer random number
generator [16] and will be described by the root mean square
height and the correlation length. The interior scatterer
is representing the object, which is always buried at the center
of the ground with burial depth measured from its center to the
mean plane of the rough surface.

In Fig. 3(a) and (b), the SDFMM computer code is compared
with the sparse matrix canonical grid (SMCG) method pub-
lished in [14]. The buried object is assumed to be a PEC sphere
of radius at burial depth , where the inci-
dent angle is and the relative dielectric constant of the
soil is . The HH-polarization results for the nor-
malized radar cross section (RCS) is shown for the rough surface
( and ) without the buried PEC sphere
in Fig. 3(a) and with the buried PEC sphere in Fig. 3(b). The
horizontal axis in Fig. 3 is the scatter angle(elevation angle
in degrees) measured from the-axis. For comparison purposes
with [14], the rough surface is sampled at eight points per
leading to a number of surface current unknowns 12 160

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. (a) Normalized RCS for rough surface of root mean square height
� = 0:02� and correlation lengthl = 0:5� , at incident angle# = 20 .
HH-polarization. (b) Normalized RCS for a PEC sphere buried under rough
surface of root mean square height� = 0:02� and correlation lengthl =

0:5� , with burial depth (from the center)d = 0:6� , and sphere radiusr =

0:3� at incident angle# = 20 . HH-polarization.

as in [14]. The PEC sphere is sampled at 20 points in the-di-
rection 0–360 and 10 points in the -direction 0–90 leading
to a number of surface current unknowns . The normal-
ized RCS is calculated by taking the average of those values pro-
duced using ten azimuth angles. The excellent agreement shown
in these figures validates the SDFMM code for the buried PEC
object under the rough ground.

Next, new analysis of a buried penetrable or PEC oblate
spheroid of dimensions and , as shown
in Fig. 1, is presented. To assure accuracy, the rough surface is
sampled at 12.5 points per with a number of surface current
unknowns equal to 29 800. The spheroid is sampled at
20 points in the -direction and eight points in the-direction
corresponding to surface current unknowns.

In Fig. 4(a)–(d), the magnitude of the complex vector electric
field in the near zone is calculated at height above and
below the nominal ground and at grid points of resolution
equal to . The ground surface is rough with ,

, and relative dielectric constant
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 4. (a) Near scattered electric field atz = 0:5� for H-incident polarization from rough surface of root mean square height� = 0:04� and correlation
lengthl = 0:5� , at incident angle# = 10 . (b) Near scattered electric field atz = 0:5� for V-incident polarization from rough surface of root mean square
height� = 0:04� and correlation lengthl = 0:5� , at incident angle# = 10 . (c) Near transmitted electric field atz = �0:5� for H-incident polarization
from rough surface of root mean square height� = 0:04� and correlation lengthl = 0:5� , at incident angle# = 10 . (d) Near transmitted electric field
at z = �0:5� for V-incident polarization from rough surface of root mean square height� = 0:04� and correlation lengthl = 0:5� , at incident angle
# = 10 .

which is a typical Bosnian dry (3.8% moisture) clay loam at 1
GHz [17]. To enhance target detection, the near scattered electric
field is computed and averaged over multiple views each pointed
to the same ground point directly over the target. Ten incident
Gaussianbeamswithsameelevationangle anddifferent
azimuth angles , are simulated as sug-
gested by Zhanget al.[14]. The rational of averaging over these
multiple views is that this process minimizes the clutter effect
of the rough surface on individual scattered beams. In Fig. 4(a)
and (b), the magnitude of the near electric field scattered from
the rough surface only is plotted for the H- and V-incident po-
larization, respectively, while in Fig. 4(c) and (d), the near elec-
tric field transmitted into the same rough ground is plotted for
the H- and V-polarizations, respectively. The shown results in
Fig. 4(a) and (b) indicate the difference in the scattered electric
fields upon changing the polarization of the incident Gaussian
beam (H and V). Notice that in the H-polarization at oblique inci-
dentangle , the incidentelectric fieldalwayshasasingle

component perpendicular to the plane of incidence (-compo-
nent for ), while it has two components (- and - for

) in the V-polarization. Accordingly, the local reflec-
tion and transmission coefficients on each point on the rough
surface are different, giving rise to the difference observed be-
tween Fig. 4(a) and (b) and between Fig. 4(c) and (d). As seen in
Fig. 4(a) and (b), the scattered electric fields for each polarization
appear to have ten lobes, one every 36in azimuth direction (as
seen clearly at the 0.062 V/m contour level). For a perfectly flat
surface, the scattered pattern would have tenfold symmetry, but
for the rough surface, the random variations distort this pattern.
As expected, the transmitted electric fields shown in Fig. 4(c) and
(d) are larger than the scattered electric fields shown in Fig. 4(a)
and (b) due to the relatively small value of the dielectric constant

. Moreover, the results show that the electric
fields transmitted into the ground are less distorted than the scat-
tered electric fields. This is because the local transmitted angle
is smaller than the local incident angle.
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The near electric field scattered from the oblate PEC spheroid
buried at depth is calculated for the H- and V-in-
cident polarizations. The results obtained are only slightly dif-
ferent from those presented in Fig. 4(a) and (b), therefore they
are not presented here. The near electric field scattered due just
to the object, obtained by subtracting the electric fields scat-
tered from the surface only [Fig. 4(a) and (b)] from the elec-
tric fields scattered from the surface with the buried object, is
shown in Fig. 5(a) and (b) for H- and V-polarization, respec-
tively. The results indicate that the signature of the buried oblate
PEC spheroid is smaller than the ground scattered field, since
the target is small compared with the wavelength, and is a po-
larization dependent, as expected, with almost four times larger
magnitude V-polarization than H-polarization.

The oblate penetrable spheroid with the relative dielectric
constant of TNT , is buried under the same
rough surface as before at the same depth . The
near electric scattered fields due just to the oblate penetrable
spheroid are shown in Fig. 6(a) and (b) for H- and V-polar-
ization, respectively. These results indicate that the signature of
the oblate penetrable spheroid is not as polarization dependent
as that of the oblate PEC spheroid shown in Fig. 5(a) and (b).
Since the Gaussian beams on opposite sides of the object are
oppositely polarized, electric fields scattered from the centered
object tend to cancel. It is interestingly to note that the rough
ground surface perturbs this destructive interference. The av-
erage scattered electric field from the PEC object illuminated
by V-polarized beams [Fig. 5(b)] is greater than for the H-po-
larized beams [Fig. 5(a)], due to constructive interference of the
-components. If a progressive phase of is successively

applied to each of the scattered electric fields to focus the field
at the center, stronger but almost equal signatures of the PEC
object are observed in both polarizations providing a stronger
but less discriminative detecting technique.

The iterative solver TFQMR [18] has been used with tolerance
1%forall obtained results.Five levels in the fastmultilevelmulti-
pole part of the SDFMM with finest block size equal to
were employed here. For the oblate penetrable spheroid case, the
SDFMM code needed 2 CPU h, using one processor on Compaq
GS140 EV6 machine, for the iterative solver to converge for each
incident beam and additional 35 min for the set-up time. Thus the
total required CPU time, for ten multiple views, is 20.6 CPU h.
The required computer memory is 800 MB. For the oblate PEC
buried spheroid, the SDFMM code needed 1.6 CPU h per view
for the iterative solver and almost the same set-up time as before
leading to total timeof16.5CPUh in thiscase.Therequiredcom-
puter memory in later case was 600 MB. For the rough surface
only, the SDFMM code needed 0.9 CPU h for the iterative solver,
30 min for set-up time, and 500 MB computer memory.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a study has been presented for 3-D electromag-
netic scattering from shallow objects buried under the random
rough surface. Our analysis in not limited to any particular inci-
dent waves, transmitter position, near or far field zone, object’s
geometry, nor to the Gaussian statistics characterization of the
rough surface. There is a limitation, however, on the rough sur-

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. (a) Near scattered electric field atz = 0:5� for H-incident
polarization due only to the PEC spheroid (obtained by subtraction). (b) Near
scattered electric field atz = 0:5� for V-incident polarization due only to the
PEC spheroid (obtained by subtraction).

face root mean square height and on the burial depth of the ob-
ject due to the constraint of the SDFMM to quasi-planar struc-
tures. In the current application, this is not a major limitation
since the surface root mean square height and the burial depth
of the object are comparable to the free-space wavelength as a
typical case for antipersonnel mine detection application. The
ultimate objective of our research is to distinguish between the
target signal scattered from the buried object and the clutter
signal scattered from the rough ground. As our numerical re-
sults show, only a slight difference can be observed between
these two signals because of the small size and dielectric con-
trast of the buried target with respect to the surrounding soil.
Even though subtracting the two signals could clearly lead to
the target signal, it is not a practical detection method. With the
insight gained from the numerical simulations, we aim to derive
methods to remove the clutter signal to achieve target detection
with minimum “false alarms.” Ongoing research using these nu-
merical simulations tests advanced and robust signal processing
techniques and provides a basis to
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 6. (a) Near scattered electric field atz = 0:5� for H-incident
polarization due only to the penetrable spheroid (obtained by subtraction). (b)
Near scattered electric field atz = 0:5� for V-incident polarization due only
to the penetrable spheroid (obtained by subtraction).

optimize transmitter/receiver positions for best target detection.
Interestingly, our results show that the scattered electric fields
above the ground undergoes strong distortion compared with
the electric fields transmitted into the ground. Moreover, em-
ploying multiple views of the target using ten simultaneous inci-
dent Gaussian beams has lead to strong polarization dependency
only for the PEC object, which can be used in target discrimi-
nation.

APPENDIX

The LHS of (10) can be written as

(A1)

where is the vector position on and is the vector position
on . From the RHS of (10), with using , we get

(A2)

where is the vector position on and is the vector position
on . Upon renaming by , and vice versa, and exchanging
the order of integrations in (A2), we get

(A3)

Notice that (A3) is equivalent to (A1), which proves (10). Thus,
the only nine submatrices computed and stored here are: three
submatrices in , three submatrices in , two submatrices
in , and one submatrix in .
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